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my name is Amy Hoy, i am a graphic 
designer with over 5 years industry 
experience. in this time i have worked on 
a range of projects developing my skills in 
concept development, branding and art 
direction. Clients have recently included 
GSGii, roche and Abbott and also in my 
broader career abbVie, Grunenthal, lilly, 
Sony music and Sky.

Central to my work, is the ability to identify 
key messages and ensure they are 
captured in creative designs that resonate 
with the target audience and stand out 
within a competitive marketplace.

Contained in the following pages are  
some key projects i have developed.  
Using my passion for brand strength  
to ensure cohesion and immediate  
recognition across the breadth of each 
brand’s creative portfolio.

i am now looking for a new challenge, 
where i can continue to develop my 
creativity in an environment that supports 
growth. i am keen to continue to deliver 
work that clients are always proud  
to call their own.
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the latest stuff...
these projects are the ones i have worked on most recently, some of which 
are still in development. they have presented me with a mixture of new 
and old challenges and are the ones currently keeping my head filled with 
constant questions, answers and creative thinking.
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#FightIPF social campaign 
(roche)
Social identity and brand guidelineS

#fightiPf is a social channel on twitter and youtube, aiming 
to create a community space and a source of optimism, 
understanding and knowledge for people living with idiopathic 
Pulmonary fibrosis and their families and carers.

As the channel’s success grew, so did the need for a consistent 
identity to run through all of the assets published. i was tasked 
with creating an ownable identity, supporting guidelines and  
a first round of assets to time with a new launch on Facebook.

#FightIPF
SOCIAL MEDIA
GUIDELINES
February 2017
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The #FightIPF illustration style is simple and clean. Inspired by the typography, it uses rounded line endings  
and equal line weights to ensure cohesion across all elements. Illustration can be used for both static  
and moving assets and is an effective way to communicate information which is complex or inappropriate  
to present photographically. 

ILLUSTRATION STYLE
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COLOUR BLOCKING

GUIDANCE:
- The opacity of the block can be varied according  
 to the content
- The blocks can be used to highlight key pieces  
 of copy

- On hero imagery with no copy, the block can create  
 a brand ‘tag’
- The block device can work to separate images from  
 copy, or be used to blend them together

LIFE
IS FOR
LIVING

YOU’VE
GOT TO
GO ON #FightIPF

TELLING
PEOPLE YOU

HAVE IPF

#FightIPF

Ask an Expert

#FightIPF

HOW DOES 
IPF AFFECT 
YOUR LUNGS? 

Normal healthy 
lung tissue#FightIPF
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DO:
- Present #FightIPF in mixed case 
- Use upper case for short powerful and emotive content 
- Use sentence case for longer informative content
- Consider legibility for both size and positioning

DON’T:
- Use any font other than Dosis
- Use too many weights or mixes of case 
- Use small lower case type on busy backgrounds
- Use drop shadows or unapproved colours 

TYPOGRAPHY

FAQ #FightIPF

WHAT DOES
IT MEAN TO  
HAVE IPF?

FAST FACTS

47 %  
of IPF patients

experience breathlessness 
for at least two years  
before being diagnosed

Ask an Expert

#FightIPF

TELLING
PEOPLE YOU 

HAVE IPF

#FightIPF

Quebec lung Association
Canadian pulmonary   
fibrosis foundation
Living well with   
pulmonary fibrosis

#FightIPF

Canadian   
Patient   
Groups
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Inspired by the blues from the existing Fight IPF website, the #FightIPF social palette offers flexibility 
and a mood that is bright and optimistic.
Whilst the palette has been constructed to be complimentary in all combinations, be considered in your 
choices. Where appropriate, limit each layout to 2 colours. Use contrast to highlight focus points within 
the content. Keep the colours flat, never use gradients or drop shadows.

COLOUR PALETTE

R:46 G:49 B:146

R:41 G:171 B:226

R: 255 G:255  B:255

R:0 G:255 B:255
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#FightIPF social campaign 
(roche)
Social identity and aSSetS in action
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GSGII identity 
(Global Steering Group  
for Social impact investment)
identity development and print materialS

the Global Social impact investment Steering Group (GSGii) was 
established in August 2015, following the creation of G8 taskforce 
in 2013. it’s purpose is to amplify and support international and 
multi-disciplinary efforts to advance impact investing around the 
world.

following 14 interviews with key stakeholders to gain a global 
insight on the current and future role of the GSGii, i was tasked 
with creating an identity for the group. this consists of a logo  
and additional example materials, including two variations on  
a website and a variety of print materials. 

This identity explores the theme of amplification, utilising 
equilateral triangles and direction to symbolise acceleration, 
expansion and measurable growth. the graphic element is 
carried through the assets to act as a magnifier and to place 
emphasis on key pieces of content.

This project is still very much in progress and this is the first phase  
of development.

Amplifying impact investment

Avenir
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GSGII identity 
(Global Steering Group  
for Social impact investment)
WebSite example
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ROUTE ONE: BRAND IN ACTION

Measurable impact is embraced  
as a deliberate driver in every 
investment and business decision 
affecting people and the planet

THE VISION

Impact investment is a  
transformational force to  

help enable break-through  
solutions that achieve measurable,  

large- scale, sustainable change

THE MISSION

To harness the   
energy behind impact 
 investment to spark a   
movement around the world

THE AIM
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GSGII identity 
(Global Steering Group  
for Social impact investment)
leader image example
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Duphaston Global marketing campaign  
(Abbott)
creative concept and meSSaging 

Duphaston is a treatment that spans across women’s health. 
Abbott are now looking to deliver a new suite of materials for 
both doctors and patients across their emerging markets.

i was tasked with creating a concept for the campaign,  
as well as crafting messaging for the different treatment areas. 
the challenge was that it needed to resonate across a number  
of emerging markets, where cultural nuances are hugely varied.  
i was also responsible for creating and delivering the presentation 
to communicate the creative process to a client team of 10.
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#RAMatters  
(lilly)
online patient Survey and data viSualiSation 

#rAmatters is a campaign to raise awareness of the impact  
of rheumatoid arthritis on the everyday lives of patients. 
Beginning with a survey of suffers across Europe, the results  
will be shared with the rA community and HCPs.

i was challenged with creating a visually engaging and easily 
digestible design with which to present the results. the entire 
campaign will be delivered online through a responsive site  
to be compatible across desktop and mobile formats.
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the big stuff...
this section showcases some of my biggest projects, in terms of design 
breadth, scope of materials and audience reach. 

these are the ones i lost many an evening (and occasionally a weekend) 
to, the ones that truly contain huge amounts of passion, as well as a little 
blood, sweat and tears.
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Don’t turn your Back on it is a campaign to raise awareness 
of the potentially serious implications of chronic back pain in 
younger adults. 

i was tasked with creating a brand that needed to be unique 
amongst the pharmaceutical marketplace, targeted at an age 
group of 20-35 years and to be translatable globally.  it would go 
on to encompass a vast suite of materials, and be translated into 
numerous languages.

i was also given the opportunity to expand my skill set and art 
direct the photo shoots for the campaign, the photographs went 
on to win a SUN award for art direction in late 2014.

Don’t turn your back on it Awareness Campaign  
(abbvie)
brand creation
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Don’t turn your back on it Awareness Campaign  
(abbvie)
campaign materialS
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Don’t turn your back on it Awareness Campaign  
(abbvie)
ooH campaign
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The CORAL trial is the first in a series of clinical trials, that will fall 
under the umbrella of the oceanic Programme. i was asked to 
create a brand for the entire programme that could be rolled 
out under a variety of sub brands as the results developed.

CORAL was the first in the series, the materials were created for 
both Healthcare professionals and patients and needed to have 
a clear, clean and calm feel.

the suite of materials was very mixed in terms of the volume and 
complexity of content and it was important that the brand value 
was retained throughout.

CORAL (Oceanic Programme) Clinical trial  
(Grünental)
brand creation
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CORAL (Oceanic Programme) Clinical trial  
(Grünental)
patient materialS
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market Access At the Cutting Edge was the name and focus  
for Bayer’s annual marketing conference. i created an identity 
that was engaging and exciting and also very different from 
previous meetings.

the identity had to conform to Bayer’s corporate guidelines,  
but the client felt it as key that it stood out amongst their other 
more conservative materials.

i was also given the opportunity to liaise with the production 
company and design the staging for the event, it ensured the 
identity retained its integrity across the whole event.

 
CUTTING 
EDGE

MARKET
ACCESS

at the

GMACS 
Network 
Meeting
2015

24–26 February 2015
Hotel Berlin, Lützowplatz 17  
10785 Berlin, Germany

Market access at the cutting edge GmACS Network meeting  
(Bayer)
identity creation
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Market access at the cutting edge GmACS Network meeting  
(Bayer)
material exampleS and Stage deSign
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MISSION
REMISSION
Mission Remission is an educational programme, designed to 
enhance healthcare professionals knowledge of the available 
treatments for rheumatoid arthritis.

The programme has been running for over 2 years and has  
held a large number of events across Europe and the US. I have 
been responsible for creating materials for each of these events, 
developing the creative for an ever expanding programme.

Mission Remission medical education programme 
(roche)
event materialS
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Mission Remission medical education programme 
(roche)
programme WebSite
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the small stuff...
the following pieces are smaller in scale, usually in terms of the time  
(and budget) i have had to create them and also, their positioning within  
a company’s overall communication strategy. 

they are none the less, projects i am proud of. they have often proved to 
be a little more challenging as well as rewarding.
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MIS AVR Awareness campaign and Educational programme
(Edwards)
identity creation

the miS AVr suite contains both an awareness campaign and  
an educational programme. i was asked to create an identity 
that would be instantly recognisable across the suite and also 
adhere to Edwards somewhat limiting corporate guidelines. 

A series of materials were created both to inform healthcare 
professionals about minimally invasive surgery for aortic valve 
replacement and also for use on the training courses.
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New business development 
(Burson marsteller)
leave-beHind materialS and infograpHic

A key focus of my time at Burson-Marsteller, has been to work with all practices within the business, to develop new and creative ways  
to sell the companies capabilities to prospective clients. Here are a couple of examples of those manifestations.

The first being a leave-behind piece for a pitch. One of the main USPs B-M wanted to promote was the variety of skill sets within the 
team, focusing on the strength created when the sum of all parts are connected together. This led me to develop a print piece that 
conveys these connections through a concertina format. It was required that the team submit a proposal for the first 100 days working 
together and this format lent itself to a detailed and visual timeline covering 3 sides of the booklet, allowing the client to see how the 
time would unfold. The look and feel was born out of a desire to communicate B-M’s human connection with all clients and their friendly 
natural approach to problem solving.

The second is a response to the regular questions about what an infographic is and how to sell one to a client. I collated a number of 
facts and statistics on the power of visual information and designed a B-M branded infographic to communicate them. This is regularly 
shared with clients and has led to a number of new projects for the creative team.

Infographics are 

30 
times more likely to be read than text articles

Use of infographics 
cause a growth of  

12% 
in site traffic on average

A good infographic that goes viral, 
including your branding will 
encourage people to associate your 
company with knowledgeability 
and professionalism

The use of visualised information has increased...

400%
in literature

(since 1990)

9900%
on the internet
(since 2007)

142%
in newspapers
(since 1994)

0:01

Almost 

50%
of our brains are 

involved in 
visual 

processing

70%
of all our 

sensory 
receptors
are in our eyes

We can get the 
sense of a  
visual 
scene 

in less than1/10 
of a second

It’s easier to recall, we remember...

10%
of what we
hear

20%
of what we
read

80%
of what we

see and do

THE VALUE OF INFOGRAPHICS

How they work

How they benefit business

200%
more images are 

liked on facebook 
over text posts
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Firedog new business mailer: Technology fields
(firedog)
concept creation and deSign

i was asked to create and develop a series of ideas for a printed 
mailer to send out to prospective clients in the technology 
industry. After presenting my ideas to the company director and 
creative team, my idea of hidden messages and codes was 
selected as the strongest, and i set about bringing this concept 
to life.

it was key that the mailer was tactile and interactive as a piece 
of print, and also that it was unlike anything else clients might 
receive in the post. i saw this project through from initial ideas  
to production. firedog received many new business enquiries.
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